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ABSTRACT
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) enable every-
one to receive high-quality education. However, current
MOOC creators cannot provide an effective, economical,
and scalable method to detect cheating on tests, which
would be required for any certification. In this paper,
we propose a Massive Open Online Proctoring (MOOP)
framework, which combines both automatic and collab-
orative approaches to detect cheating behaviors in on-
line tests. The MOOP framework consists of three ma-
jor components: Automatic Cheating Detector (ACD),
Peer Cheating Detector (PCD), and Final Review Com-
mittee (FRC). ACD uses webcam video or other sensors
to monitor students and automatically flag suspected
cheating behavior. Ambiguous cases are then sent to the
PCD, where students peer-review flagged webcam video
to confirm suspicious cheating behaviors. Finally, the
list of suspicious cheating behaviors is sent to the FRC
to make the final punishing decision. Our experiment
show that ACD and PCD can detect usage of a cheat
sheet with good accuracy and can reduce the overall hu-
man resources required to monitor MOOCs for cheating.
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INTRODUCTION
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) enable people
from all over the world to receive high-quality education.
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However, current MOOC creators cannot provide an ef-
fective, economical, and scalable method to detect cheat-
ing on tests, which would be required for any certifica-
tion. Although MOOC providers have not officially dis-
closed detailed statistical data of dishonest behaviors in
MOOC, lots of cheating behaviors have been reported by
both students and instructors[19][7]. Researchers have
clearly shown that unproctored online testing is vulner-
able to cheating behavior[14][13][12].

We introduce the Massive Open Online Proctor (MOOP)
framework to proctor online exams of MOOC which
tackles the test proctoring scalability problem through
sensor-detection and crowd-sourcing. MOOP consists of
3 components:

• Automatic Cheating Detector (ACD) - an automatic,
machine learning approach that utilizes different sen-
sor technologies to detect cheating behaviors.

• Peer Cheating Detector (PCD) - a collaborative,
crowd-sourcing approach to review ambiguous cases
detected by ACD.

• Final Review Committee (FRC) - an authoritative
committee that reviews all suspicious cheating cases
detected by ACD and PCD, and make the final pun-
ishing decision.

In the following sections, we first review existing cheat-
ing detection methods. Then, we describe each MOOP
component in detail. To evaluate our system, we ran
a simple experiment where students are encouraged to
cheat with a cheat sheet. Finally, we discuss both ad-
vantages and limitations of our proposed MOOP and
suggest future directions.

EXISTING CHEATING DETECTION METHODS
The traditional solution to preventing cheating is on-site
proctoring. Many standardized exams, such as SAT,
GRE, etc., have adopted this solution. Students are
asked take a proctored test in a specific test center and
at a specific time. Since the test is administered by test
center staff, the test result is credible. Nonetheless, on-
site proctoring is unsuitable for large scale MOOC test-
ing due to expense and inconveience. The cost of renting
the test venue and hiring proctors translates into a test
fee that is passed on to the students. Furthermore, stu-
dents who are far from established test centers will need
to travel great distances to take tests.
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Online proctoring (a.k.a. remote proctoring) uses hu-
man proctors to monitor online exams remotely[5]. For
example, ProctorU[1] enables students to take the exam
remotely by assigning a human proctor to monitor the
exams through a webcam. Although online proctoring
increases the availability of cheating detection, scalabil-
ity and cost are still issues. Because it relies largely on
human judges, cost can still be relatively high. The price
for a one-hour exam is $10 to $20[2], which is still too
expensive for students from poor areas.

The common limitation of both on-site proctoring and
online proctoring is scalability since every student action
must be monitored by paid human proctors. With mil-
lions of student using MOOCs[11], hiring human proc-
tors to detect cheating in every MOOC exam is implau-
sible for both students and MOOC providers.

MOOP is designed to address the scability problem. By
combining automated cheating detection through sen-
sors/machine learning and a crowd-sourced verification,
the number of cheating cases that must be reviewed by
the central committee of hired proctors can be drastically
reduced. A similar mechanism is adopted in the game
industry. In League of Legends, the Tribunal system re-
ceives cases of possible misconduct through automatic
detectors (e.g., ”away from keyboard”) and player re-
ports (e.g. player harrassment, negative attitude). Play-
ers are then invited to peer-review these mal-behaviors
and vote in a court-like system, before the final punish-
ment decision is decided by the game developer. The
Tribunal system has been proven effective in regulating
conduct in [3].

MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE PROCTOR
MOOP has three parts: ACD, PCD and FRC (see Fig-
ure 1).

Automatic Cheating Detector (ACD)
During the exam, students are monitored by sensors (e.g.
webcam). The recorded data are then subject to auto-
mated machine learning models to flag whether students
are likely to be cheating. Since ACD works completely
automatically, the human resource cost is nearly zero.
However, there may be an overhead cost to purchase or
rent sensors if students do not already own them. In
this paper, we explore two versions of ACD - a webcam-
only version that seeks to reduce overhead cost and a
multi-modal version which incorporates additional sen-
sors (gaze tracker and EEG) to improve detection per-
formance.

For the webcam-only version of ACD, we position one
webcam in front of the student to capture his face, an-
other webcam right-hand side of the student to capture
his profile. Since the webcams are becoming ubiquitous
and cheap, the cost of sensor will be low (or free) for
many students. Students, even in poor areas, can easily
set up the proctoring environment by using the low-price
webcams or cameras on cellphones or laptops.

Figure 1: The MOOP framework

The multi-modal ACD is based on three different kinds of
sensors: webcam, EEG sensor, and gaze tracker. Though
EEG sensors and gaze trackers are more expensive and
less available than webcams, they may be able to de-
tect cheating in cases where webcams are insufficient.
Cheating takes many forms[6] and different sensors offer
complementary ability to detect different types of cheat-
ing. For example, A student who is using a mobile phone
to ask a friend for answers might frequently take their
gaze off the question on screen. This behavior may be
captured by webcams but may be more easily captured
with a gaze tracker. But a student who’s been told the
answers before the exam would not show the same scat-
tered gaze, making it difficult if not impossible to detect
his cheating behavior visually. In that case, EEG sensors
might detect that his mental workload is too low for the
problem he is supposedly working on.

In this paper, we test the ACD on one specific cheating
behavior - usage of a cheat sheet. In practice, to cope
with the many different ways of cheating, different ACDs
should be trained to cover the wide variety of possible
cheating behavior MOOCs may face. Figure 2 shows our
experimental setup for evaluating ACD.
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Figure 2: A user is taking an online test, proctored by
multi-modal ACD. The EEG sensor mark is by blue cir-
cles, the gaze tracker is marked by green circles, and the
two Kinect cameras are marked by red circles. In the
right-hand picture, the user is cheating by referring to a
cheat sheet.

• Camera. Two Microsoft Kinects are used as webcams.
One Kinect is mounted above the computer monitor,
monitoring the face. One Kinect is placed to the right
hand side of the subject, monitoring the profile.

Action recognition using the camera has been ac-
tively researched in past years[4]. Among the var-
ious method for action recognition, we adopt the
trajectory-based approach[8][9], specifically the Dense
Trajectory approach[18][17][16], which is the state-of-
the-art method. We follow the typical steps of ac-
tion recognition which can be roughly divided into
four steps. a) extracting Dense Trajectory features
(raw features) from each video or shot, b) quantizing
and encoding raw features using a pre-trained k-means
codebook to get the encoded feature vector for each
video or shot, c) training a χ2 kernel SVM using these
encoded feature vectors and d) applying the model to
test data to produce a prediction result.

• Gaze tracker. Gaze trackers use the relative position
of the pupils and viewing area to compute the precise
gaze point where someone is looking. Calibrating a
gaze tracker typically requires the viewer to look at
a sequence of known reference points on a computer
monitor. The gaze tracker then reports subsequent
gaze points in terms of computer display coordinates
to translate into meaningful targets such as words in
a text, items on a menu, or icons on a screen.

Recently, portable eye-trackers have become available
at a much lower cost (around $5000) than the high-end
eye-trackers used in high-precision laboratory studies.
In our experiment, we used the Mirametrix S2 eye-
tracker because of its portability (35 cm width, 4 cm
height, 3 cm depth, and 0.7 lb weight), and simple

set-up (the eye-tracker simply sits below the computer
screen).

In our detector, only eyes position information from
the gaze tracker is used. We trained binary K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) classifiers to distinguish gaze data
from cheating versus non-cheating. The classifier pa-
rameter K (number of nearest neighbor to consider)
of KNN is set to be 8. As features for classifier we
used features: average x, average y, variance of x, and
variance of y, where x and y are coordinates of gazes
on the screen.

• EEG sensor. The EEG (electroencephalogram) sig-
nal is a voltage signal that can be measured on the
surface of the scalp, arising from large areas of coordi-
nated neural activity. This neural activity varies as a
function of development, mental state, and cognitive
activity, and the EEG signal can measurably detect
such variation.

The recent availability of relatively inexpensive (less
than $300), portable EEG monitoring devices sud-
denly makes it feasible to take this technology from the
lab into the real world. The NeuroSky MindSet, for
example, is an audio headset equipped with a single-
channel EEG sensor which could be used to distinguish
two fairly similar mental states (neutral and attentive)
with 86% accuracy. In out experiment, the EEG sen-
sor is placed on the forehead of the subject, measuring
frontal brain activity.

In our detector, we trained binary Gaussian Nave
Bayes classifiers to distinguish EEG data from cheat-
ing vs. non-cheating. The dependent variable esti-
mated by each classifier was the probability that a
subject cheated. As features for classifier we used all
available measures: NeuroSkys attention and medita-
tion, the raw and filtered signals, and power spectrum
across different frequency bands. We averaged each
measure over the time interval of each stimulus, ex-
cluding times where the Mindset reported poor signal
quality.

In the MOOP system, independent cheating detectors
are trained for each sensor. Each sensor flags a cheating
alarm for possible cheating behavior - the more number
of alarms is flagged for a case, the more likely it is that
the student has cheated. The cases which with zero or
small number of cheating alarms will be dropped as non-
cheating and won’t go to PCD and FRC. The cases with
a large number of cheating alarms are placed in the sus-
picious cheating list and reviewed by FRC directly. The
cases with a moderate number of cheating alarms are
placed in the ambiguious cheating list, which are first
sent to PCD for crowdsourced peer review before it is
dropped as non-cheating or sent to FRC for final review.

There are two types of detection errors from ACD - false
positive (a flagged non-cheating case) and false nega-
tive (a non-flagged cheating case). On one hand, a large
ratio of false positive increases the workload (and sub-
sequently human resource cost) for PCD and FRC. On
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the other hand, a large ratio of false negative means that
lots of cheating cases are missed. The threshold for what
to send to FRC, what to send to PCD, and what to drop
can be tuned depending on the resources of the MOOC
provider, the size of the class, and the quality of ACD
sensors used. We discuss the thresholds we use in our
experiment and the limitations of higher or lower thresh-
olds in later sections.

Peer Cheating Detector (PCD)
PCD crowdsources the preliminary verification of cheat-
ing alarms raised by the ACD by asking students to re-
view video of their peers. After an exam, randomly se-
lected students are shown various video clips which have
been flagged by ACD. Students are asked to score each
clip with a likelihood of cheating based on the criteria
shown in Table 1. In addition, some ”ground truth”
video clips will be used to rate students’ ability to peer-
review. Students who were incorrect on the ground truth
clips either due to malignance, apathy, or inability will
be not be considered when tallying final PCD scores. All
cases with an average PCD score above an adjustable
threshold (3 in our experiment) would be considered as
suspicious cheating cases and would be sent to the FRC
for the final decision.

Notice that the instruction to ”flag unnessary” behaviors
prompts the peers to ground their ratings on evidence of
cheating. These instructions are intended to give peers a
”innocent-until-proven-guilty” mentality, in which they
prioritize the reduction the false alarm rates over the
false negative rate. By reducing the false alarm rates,
the PCD which would further reduce the workload of
FRC.

Score Criterion

1 Strong non-cheating: based on the videos, you
cannot find any unnecessary action by the ex-
aminee. You have no reason to believe the ex-
aminee is cheating

2 Weak non-cheating: based on the videos, al-
though you can find some unnecessary action
of the examinee, you do not believe those ac-
tions can contribute to cheating.

3 Border line: based on the videos, you saw some
unnecessary action of the examinee and you are
not sure whether that was related to cheating
behavior.

4 Weak cheating: based on the videos, although
you cannot find any clear visual proof of cheat-
ing, the examinee is taking some unnecessary
actions which you believe are related to cheat-
ing behavior.

5 Strong cheating: based on the videos, you find
clear visual proof of cheating.

Table 1: Score criteria for PCD

Final Review Committee(FRC)
FRC is responsible for making the final punishing deci-
sions for suspicious cheating cases detected by ACD and
PCD. It is a committee formed by staff from MOOCs
provider, faculty members, and teaching assistants. Sus-
picious cheat cases need to be reviewed by an FRC mem-
ber. We expect FRC to be comparable to online proc-
toring in accuracy while taking far less time and human
resources than online proctoring because the ACD and
PCD steps can drastically reduce the number of cases
that FRC has to see.

To achieve this, we must be wary of two metrics: First,
the precision of the suspicious cheating cases list gen-
erated by ACD and PCD should be high, so that FRC
does not waste time judging lots of non-cheating cases;
this reduction in wasted time is what gives FRC its ad-
vantage over online proctoring. Second, the recall rate
of ACD and PCD should also be high so that virtually
all controversial cheating cases are reviewed by the FRC;
a high enough recall rate will make FRC comparable in
accuracy to online proctoring.

EXPERIMENT
To validate our assumptions about ACD and PCD accu-
racy, we ran a controlled experiment where we induced
cheating with a cheat sheet.

Experimental Setup
Exam Question Generation
We utilize an computerized test with 20 multiple choice
questions. The test is implemented on the Reading Tutor
platform[10], which logs and syncronizes the user’s cam-
era, gaze, EEG data with the exam questions it presents.
Among the 20 questions, 10 of them are tricky questions
requiring esoteric knowledge which we believe most par-
ticipants will lack. The remaining 10 questions are rel-
atively simple questions about computer science. Since
most of our participants are members of the computer
science department, they should not need to refer to the
cheat sheet for most of the questions. Here are some
examples of tricky and simple questions:

James Bond was searching for what kind of airplane
in ’Thunderball’?
a) 707 b) Piper Cub c) Vulkan d) B-52

The answer is c) Vulkan.

The complexity of the merge sort algorithm is
a) O(n) b) O(log n) c) O(n2) d) O(n log n)

The answer is d) O(n log n).

Defining The Cheating Behavior
There are at least 53 defined forms of cheating[6] and
new forms may be invented in a MOOC setting. It is
therefore infeasible to include all possible cheating be-
havior in one experiment. In this experiment, we focus
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on one of the more straightforward cheating methods:
using a cheat sheet. However, MOOP is designed to be
a general framework to detect cheating so it can theoret-
ically be adapted to detect other cheating methods by
training new ACDs.

We provide the participants with a cheat sheet - an A4-
size paper on which about 50 questions are printed along
with the answers. The questions during the test are
shown in random order, so the ordering of questions on
the cheat sheet will be different from the test. The cheat
sheet contains 30 extra questions which do not appear
on the test, this is intended to simulate the searching be-
havior students may engage in if they were really using
a cheat sheet.

Experiment Process
Our subjects are students and researchers with
computer-science backgrounds. We instructed each par-
ticipant to take the test to the best of their ability. The
participants are only permitted to cheat with the pro-
vided cheat sheet. During the exam, the participants’
gaze data, video, and EEG signals are recorded by our
sensors. After the exam, the participant fills out a survey
indicating which question or questions he or she cheated
on. We take the survey results as ground truth.

All participants completed all 20 questions of the test.
Data from 9 participants were collected successfully and
analyzed to make for 180 problems in total. As Table 2
shows, students cheated on 84 out of 180 questions and
answered 135 out of 180 questions correctly.

Subject Cheating Correct

1 11 17

2 9 20

3 8 7

4 13 10

5 8 19

6 9 16

7 2 20

8 12 10

9 12 16

All 84 (46.7%) 135 (75.0%)

Table 2: Data set collected

RESULTS AND ANALYSES

Metrics
We performed leave-one-out between-subject evaluation.
For each subject, we take all other subjects’ data as
the training set and apply the learned machine learning
model on the left-out subject’s data. The major metrics
used in our experiment are the recall, precision, and ac-
curacy. Recall is the ratio of the number of true cheating

cases in detected cases to the total cheating cases num-
ber in the dataset. A high recall rate means most of
cheating cases in the data set are detected. Precision
is the ratio of the number of true cheating cases to the
number of detected cases. A high precision means most
of cases, which are detected, as cheating cases are true.
Accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct classifica-
tion to the number of all cases. A high accuracy means
most of classification results are correct.

Performance
Webcam-only ACD
Here we analyze the MOOP with the ACD purely based
on webcams. Figure 3 shows that the two webcams pro-
vide similar performance. The best recall, precision and
accuracy are 76.2%, 83.3% and 86.6% respectively.

Front-facing Webcam Side-facing Webcam
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Figure 3: Recall and Precision of Webcams

We consider the number of cheating alarms as the indi-
cator of whether the cases should be sent to FRC, PCD,
or labled as non-cheating case directly. Figure 4 shows
the relationship between the number of cheating alarms
and the cheating cases ratio we used in our experiment.
Naturally, the cases with more cheating alarms are more
likely to be cheating cases. Using 1 as the threshold
(i.e., cases with 1 or more cheating alarms are flagged
as cheating), the recall, precision, and accuracy of the
webcam-only ACD are 78.6%, 84.6% and 83.3%, respec-
tively.

PCD
Our initial PCD consists of 2 members, who watched
recorded video of the test-takers and rated whether the
test-taker was cheating based on the criteria in Table 1.
The front-facing video and the side-facing video are pro-
vided. Note that in order to access the PCD, we asked
them to rate all 180 cases, as opposed to only those that
are flagged by the ACD. As seen in Figure 5, the PCD
gives clear separation between cheating and non-cheating
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Figure 4: Number of cases with different number of
cheating alarms from webcams ACD

cases. Using a score of 3 as the threshold (i.e., cases
with 3 or more cheating alarms are flagged as cheating),
the recall, precision, and accuracy of the PCD is 96.4%,
94.1% and 95.6%, respectively. Note that PCD is more
accurate than ACD, but comes at the cost of human
resource.

Combination of ACD and PCD
Due to the limited time and patience of crowdsourced
labor, we only send cases to PCD which were determined
to be ambiguous by ACD.

In ACD, each webcam may raise cheating alarm. Ac-
cording to the number of cheating alarms, we can di-
vide the dataset into 3 subsets - cases with zero cheating
alarm (likely non-cheating), one cheating alarm (ambigu-
ous on cheating), and two cheating alarms (likely cheat-
ing). There are 102 zero-alarm cases, 14 one-alarm cases
and 64 two-alarm cases. Note that the ambiguous case
is the smallest subset.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of accuracy of ACD and
PCD. PCD performance is good across all subsets but
ACD performance varies dramatically, in particular in
the one alarm ambiguous cases. By sending the ambigu-
ous cases to PCD for verification, we can take advantage
of the high accuracy in PCD while not overwhelming the
students with many cases to label.

Performance of the Whole System
To summarize, in ACD, the cases that received 0 alarms
are dropped by the ACD, whereas cases that received 1
alarm are verified by PCD before being dropped or sent
to FRC. In PCD, cases that received a human rating
of 2 or less are dropped by the PCD, whereas cases that
received 3 or more are sent to FRC for the final punishing
decision. Since FRC is comparable to online proctoring,
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Figure 5: Human score distribution

we do not evaluate its performance and consider it a
perfect cheating detector. Considering the whole MOOP
system as a cheating detector, the recall, precision and
accuracy of the whole system is 78.6%, 100% and 90.0%.

As for the human resource cost, considering there are 84
cheating cases in the dataset, traditional proctoring or
online proctoring would need to manually check all of 180
cases to detect the cheating cases. In MOOP, the number
of cases that needs to be manually checked in PCD and
FRC are 14 and 78, respectively. Moreover, the workload
of FRC can be further reduced to 14 by directly labeling
the 64 two-alarm cases in ACD as the cheating cases
and not sending them to FRC. In this case, the recall,
precision and accuracy of the whole system is 78.6%,
90.4% and 86.1% respectively, while FRC only need to
review 16.7% (14/84) of total cases. In theory, if there
are 1% cheating cases as opposed to the 50% cheating
cases in our experimental dataset, only 1.67h of total
cases will be reviewed by FRC.

Multi-modal ACD and Multi-modal MOOP
We see that MOOP performs well in terms of accuracy
and precision but its performance is relatively low in
recall. We hypothesize that the low recall performance
can be improved by including other sensor modalities. In
this section, we show the experiment results of a multi-
modal ACD system that utilize webcams, EEG sensor
and gaze tracker.

Using the same evaluation method, we get the perfor-
mance of each sensor. As can be seen in Figure 7, we-
bcam is our best performing sensor. We believe this is
at least partly due to the immaturity of EEG and gaze
tracking technologies and their susceptibility to noise.
For instance, EEG sensors may produce noisy data if
the user performs lots of head movements. The gaze
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tracker cannot track the users well if they are wearing
glasses. We also note that automatic video processing is
a more mature field than EEG and gaze processing and
we used more sophisticated algorithms in processing we-
bcam data than in EEG and gaze data.
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Figure 7: Performance of Gaze Tracker and EEG Sensor

Combined multi-modal ACD output can be split into
5 subsets according to the number of cheating alarms
(i.e., each subsets with 0 to 4 cheating alarms). Figure 8
presents the distribution of cheating and non-cheating
cases on those 5 subsets. Using a score of 2 as the thresh-
old (i.e., cases with 2 or more cheating alarms are flagged
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Figure 8: Number of cases with different number of
cheating alarms from multi-modal ACD

as cheating), the recall, precision, and accuracy of multi-
modal ACD are 82.1%, 60.0% and 81.1%, respectively.
Although the recall is improved over the webcam ACD,
the precision and accuracy decrease. This may be due
to the added noise of gaze tracker and EEG sensor.

Combining the multi-modal ACD with PCD and FRC
gives the Multi-modal MOOP. From the multi-modal
ACD, we take the cases with 1 or 2 cheating alarms into
the PCD. Those cases with 3 or 4 cheating alarms are di-
rectly judeged as cheating and those cases without cheat-
ing alarms are directly judged as non-cheating. Then the
recall, precision and accuracy of the mutli-modal MOOP
are 90.5%, 93.8%, and 92.7% respectively. It improves
the performance of webcam-only MOOP, with the cost of
more expensive detectors. Table 3 presents a summary
of performance.

Cheating Classifier Recall Precision Accuracy

Webcam-only ACD 76.6% 84.6% 83.3%

Multi-modal ACD 82.1% 60.0% 81.1%

PCD 96.4% 94.1% 95.6%

Webcam-only MOOP 78.6% 90.4% 86.1%

Multi-modal MOOP 90.5% 93.8% 92.7%

Table 3: Summary of Cheating Classifier

DISCUSSION
Automated proctoring in MOOCs is a relatively new
problem and the MOOP system we present in this paper
is an initial attempt with much room for improvement.
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Challenges of ACD
Diversity of Cheating Behaviors
In our experiment, we trained the ACD on just one kind
of cheating behavior. There are many other ways to
cheat[6] and many more may be invented in the future.
Thus, we consider the ACD to be an evolving compo-
nent of the MOOP system and that combining comple-
mentary data streams from multiple sensors is critical to
its success. In addition to the camera, gaze-tracker and
EEG sensors that are already deployed, other sensors like
galvanic skin response, keystroke patterns, microphone,
etc. may also provide useful information.

Cost of sensors
Though additional sensors hold promise for better per-
formance, we must beware that increasing the number
and sophistication of sensors increases the cost of the
ACD system.

For now, it is not realistic for MOOC students to buy an
EEG sensor and gaze tracker for exams. Initially, MOOC
providers can buy sensors in batch and rent them to stu-
dents. As sensors become more ubiquitous in the future,
it may become more feasible for students to provide their
own. Webcams would not have been considered ubiq-
uitous 10 years ago; we remain optimistic that sensor
technologies like portable EEG and gaze tracking will
one day become more available. In the meantime, work
must be done to improve webcam-only recognition rates
for various cheating behaviors.

Diversity of Test Subjects
In our experiment, we trained the ACD on a small par-
ticipant pool. Future work remains to test if the ACD
is generalizable across the diverse learning communities
in MOOCs. More importantly, cultural and interper-
sonal differences in behavior, movement pattern, and
brain activity may affect the ACD. For example, culu-
tural differences in expressing attention may trigger the
camera or gaze alarms; students with ADHD may trig-
ger EEG alarms. It is not appropriate to subject non-
majority cultural or non-neurotypical students to addi-
tional scrunity, especially when such status make them
more prone to unfair discrimination. The ACD will have
to be tuned for different participant pools.

Challenges of PCD
Quality Control
PCD is a typical crowdsourcing system. In the initial
system, we suggested relying on moral incentives for stu-
dents’ participation in the crowd-sourcing effort. There
have been a lot of previous research about how to im-
prove the work quality of crowdsoucing tasks by using
designed incentive protocols.[20] presents a reputation-
based incentive proctols to optimize the work quality.[15]
compares different kind of incentives, such as financial
incentive, social incentive, etc., that will infere with the
work quality. They are all applicable for PCD.

Another issue is avoiding the bad peer proctor who
makes random decisions. Our current proposed solution

is adding some known cases as the validate set into each
PCD task. If the student gives wrong detection for the
validate set, the weight of the student’s detection is low-
ered. Another solution can be assigning the weight to
students’ detection based on their previous record. For
example, a student caught cheating before should not be
assigned to PCD.

Privacy
Since MOOP records the video of students in the privacy
of their own home, it may record sensitive information
and in some cases, that information may be sent to PCD.
The first line of defense is to ask students to try to keep
their video clear of private information. Students who do
not allow their peers to watch the recorded video may be
charged the additional fee for using the FRC instead of
PCD. But the fee should still be lower than traditional
online proctoring since a lot of non-cheating cases are
filtered out by the ACD.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a possible solution to the
MOOC proctoring problem. MOOP combines machine
learning with crowdsourcing to deal with the scalability
issue of MOOC proctoring.

We design and conduct an experiment to validate the
MOOP based on webcams. The full MOOP system
achieves 78.6% in recall, 90.4% in precision and 86.1%
in accuracy. MOOP uses sensor hardware that is easy
to get (e.g. webcam) and the human resource cost is
greatly reduced compared to online proctoring.

We also test a multi-modal ACD which combines we-
bcams, gaze tracker and EEG sensor. The combined
system improved recall rate but lowered precision and
accuracy and increased the sensor cost.

We demonstrate that MOOP has potential to be a more
scalable solution to MOOC proctoring. We acknowledge
that the question of MOOC proctoring is a relatively new
research problem with many open questions and we be-
lieve MOOP is a promising first step in answering these
questions.
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